Abstract-In the UDSM era, crosstalk is an area of considerable concern for designers, as it can have a considerable impact on the yield, both in terms of functionality and operating frequency. Methods of crosstalk analysis are pessimistic in nature and the effort is ongoing to come up with techniques that make the analysis as realistic as possible. Using information from timing analysis is one such technique where we use data about overlap in switching among nets to identify those that can potentially switch together. Existing techniques tend to look at the set of a victim and associated aggressor nets in isolation, and select a subset of aggressors based on the absolute timing windows of these nets, thus ignoring the information associated with the fanin of these nets. In reality, however, some of these nets may never switch together because the reconvergence of those nets has not being factored in. Ignoring this correlation can cause false failures being flagged, leading to increased design cycles and conservatism in the design. We propose a technique where the correlation due to reconvergence can be captured in terms of relative switching windows . We apply this technique to real designs and show that this leads to more realistic analysis for crosstalk, and that we can see a reduction in the number of violations reported. We also analyze the effective of the method statistically.
I. INTRODUCTION
With shrinking process dimensions, and incresingly dense designs, crosstalk has been an area of increasing concern to ASIC designers over the past few years. Crosstalk can cause quiescent nets to glitch leading to functional failures, and can cause switching nets to speed up and slow down (depending on the relative directions of switching) thus potentially leading to timing violations in the design. Crosstalk is extremely complex to analyze accurately, so existing techniques make several approximations that can speed up the analysis. These include usage of methods like constraint propagation, generation of noise models for cells, and usage of timing information. All of these techniques tend to make the result of analysis pessimistic, and can lead to the flagging of false violations, where the analysis tool shows a particular net or path to be failing, when in reality the design may perform correctly under the given operating conditions. This can lead to longer design cycles when
The term "Relative Window" is also used in [8] , to avoid any confusion we would like to mention that relative timing windows discussed in this paper is totally different from [8] , and should not be confused with the concept defined there.
the designer attempts to fix or verify the failure, and can also lead to overly conservative designs. One common technique used in analysis is to use the timing windows of the set of aggressor net(s) and of the designated victim net so as to find the worst potential noise [ [5] . In crosstalk glitch analysis (where the victim net is static), we look at the set of aggressors to see the strongest (in terms of glitch generated at the victim net receiver input) subset of aggressors that can switch in a common window. Similarly for finding the effect of crosstalk on delay, we look at a scenario where the victim net is switching together or against a set of aggressors, and try to find the combination where the victim signal switches the slowest (victim switching against the aggressor nets) or the fastest (victim switching with the aggressor nets). In general, this problem can be looked at in terms of taking a set of nets and trying to identify a set that maximizes some effect of interest -in this case glitch on victim net or timing change in the victim signal. At a high level, this problem can be decomposed into two parts, one where we identify all possible sets of aggressors that can switch together, and then trying to see which of these sets can have the maximum impact.
Existing approaches take the absolute timing windows of each of these aggressors, and either consider overlap, or take the overlap at the tap point. However, these approaches take the timing windows to be independent of each other. This however, can lead to pessimistic results because it does not consider the case where these nets may not be able to switch together due to reconvergence correlation between the nets. By reconvergence we mean the scenario where nets diverge from a common point and later in the fan-out cone there is need to find if these nets can switch together Consider the case shown in Fig. 1 . Here we have assumed
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Fig. 1. Absolute timing windows
zero net delays without loss of generality since nets can always be replaced by buffers of equivalent delay. In this figure timing windows of net are correlated due to reconvergence. By reconvergence we mean that nets which diverge from a common point and which later are grouped together in the same set for analysis. In this case it applies to a set of nets which are being examined for a common switching windows. Since these nets diverged from some common point they will exhibit some correlation in their timing windows. Any analysis that ignores this correlation will tend to be inaccurate.
In this paper we define timing windows with reference to the diverging node in the fan-in cone of the net. We propose a method to perform crosstalk analysis using the relative timing windows which utilizes the re-convergence correlation, and thus addresses this source of pessimism present in the current approach.
We also examine this problem analytically, and show using probabilistic models that the probability of a violation being flagged reduces using this method.We have also shown some data on real designs which shows the effectiveness of the method proposed in the paper. . Similarly is the minimum delay and
II. RELATIVE TIMING WINDOWS

Let
is maximum delay. In Fig. 2 , the timing windows of net ¡ can be found by adding delays to the timing windows. . If,
Thus, the timing windows of net ¡ with reference to ¡ ¤ will be,
III. RELATIVE TIMING WINDOWS BASED CROSSTALK ANALYSIS
In crosstalk analysis (noise or delay), timing windows are used to find if two nets can switch together or not. As we saw in ection I that nets can never switch together. The approach suggested here applies only to the nets constrained by synchronous clocks, since nets constrained by asynchronous clocks will be uncorrelated and can switch at any time.
Consider the case where we need to find out if two aggressor nets 
Note that since aggressors ¢ and ¤ are constrained by synchronous clocks, they will always have common divergence points in the fan-in cone. If we trace back in the fan-in cone, we can find latest common points in the fan-in cones using standard graph algorithms. Let the set of latest common point in these fan-in cones be will be significantly less wider than the timing windows, this approach reduces the pessimism caused in the standard approach.
So far we did not consider the direction of switching (rise or fall). Due to different rise and fall delays, rise and fall timing windows can be different, and hence we need to find the rise and fall relative timing window of a net. In the conventional analysis we have absolute timing windows available for all the nets, hence we need to find a way to calculate relative timing windows using the absolute timing windows.
Let the timing window at a divergence point be for rise and fall transition respectively. Now the timing window at aggressor will depend on the unateness of the path. Hence, the rise and fall timing windows at the aggressor net will be, 
r For a path which can be both inverting and non-inverting. 
We now propose a crosstalk noise analysis method using timing windows below 1. Perform Crosstalk analysis using conventional approach, and find list of violating nets.
For each violating net in the design.
(a) Find all aggressors of this net.
(b) For each synchronous group of aggressors i. Find common divergence points of all the nets in the group. ii. Find relative timing windows using equations (13-15) iii. Use relative timing windows to find which nets in the group can actually switch together, and modify the aggressor groups.
(c) Based on the new groups, find glitch caused by the worst group.
Note that in the case of crosstalk delay analysis, we need to compute sets of aggressors that switch with victim net. This means that while finding common divergence point, victim net is also to be considered along with the aggressors.
IV. ANALYTICAL STUDY USING PROBABILISTIC MODELS
In this section we find the effectiveness of the proposed approach by finding the probability that this approach will reduce the glitch on a given net. Consider a victim net which is affected by ¡ aggressors. For simplicity and without loss of generality we assume that all the aggressors are constrained by clocks of same time period I (This assumption can be relaxed by considering LCM of all time periods and then we can represent discontinuous timing windows). In the analysis we are assuming that all switching instances are uniformly distributed in the time period I (Though due to this assumption, the analysis may not be very realistic, but it will be indicative since we are using this analysis only to find the change in violations using our approach). If the width of the timing window of , the probability of all the nets switching together is (Refer Appendix A, [7] ) 
If we use our relative timing windows based approach , and if the width of timing window at the common divergence point is C , the probability will be 
Hence, given that ¡ nets are switching together using conventional analysis, probability that they will not be considered switching together using our approach,
If we assume that widths of all the timing windows are same | , the probability would be
This shows that by using proposed approach glitch on the net will decrease with a probability G . 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We used this approach on a 65nm design using the method mentioned in section III. Fig. 3 shows the scattered plot comparison of coupling glitch obtained using our method with the existing approach. For simplicity we assume that all the cells have a threshold of 0.2V and glitch is not propagated through cells [3] [6] . Though results with these assumptions may not be very accurate but will be indicative since coupling glitch has direct impact on number of violations.
We divide the plot into four partitions as following, Part 1 : Number of nets below threshold (using existing and proposed approach) = 139634
Part 2 : Number of nets above threshold (using existing approach) and below thresholds (using proposed approach) = 2053
Part 3 : Number of nets below threshold (using existing approach) and above thresholds (using proposed approach) = 0 Part 4 : Number of nets above threshold (using existing and proposed approach) = 14906
This means that Part 2 will have nets which were reported as violation using existing approach, but are filtered using proposed approach. Part 3 will have nets which were not reported as violation using existing approach, but are reported as violation using the proposed approach, but since this approach does not add any pessimism, number of nets in this part will always be 0. It is clear from the results that this approach reduces pessimism in the coupling glitch computation, and reduces the number of violations, making the analysis more accurate. Fig. 4 shows similar comparison for crosstalk delay analysis. Here we have compared the delta delay at the victim net due to crosstalk. In crosstalk delay analysis victim timing window is also considered [4] [5] , hence this approach also removes the pessimism in victim-aggressor overlap, as compared to noise analysis where only aggressor-aggressor overlap is considered for pessimism removal.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed the concept of relative timing windows and a method to perform crosstalk analysis using relative timing windows. As compared to conventional analysis where nets are considered independent of each other, our method utilizes the reconvergence correlation between two nets, and reduces the pessimism present in the conventional approach.
We analyze the effectiveness of this approach statistically using simplified probabilistic models. Experimental results have been presented that helps in showing the effectiveness of this approach considering both crosstalk glitch and delay analysis. . All these timing windows can be placed in 0 number of ways. In order to find the probability of all of them switching together, we need to find the number of combinations which contains at least one increments of overlap between all the timing windows.
Each combination of overlap can be translated into different positions, hence we need to first find number of overlapping combination for just one interval. If we consider one fix interval in the duration, number of combinations in which all timing windows will contain this interval will be . But due to the translation, overlap of two increments is counted twice, similarly overlap of three increments is counted thrice and so on. Hence if we fix two particular consecutive increments in the duration, number of combinations which overlap will be
